Fukuchiyama City Official Disaster
Prevention App Registration

We will protect the
lives of yourself and
those dear to you

Fuckuchiyama City Disaster Prevention

９/２５（Fri）

Evacuation ord
Which way is
the evacuation
center?
I wonder what the
government disaster
prevention
transmission before
was all about?

I want more risk
information that’s
relevant to me.

There’s too much
difficult Japanese,
I don’t understand
Where is the
nearest sandbag
station?

Easy install!

The path to protecting yourself and your family starts with “knowledge”

Free
and
secure

Get it on
Google Play

Not “someday”, install it “right now!”
Download on
the App Store

If there is anything you’re unsure about,
please feel free to contact us

Crisis management
office

Yakuno Branch

Miwa Branch

Ooe Branch

We will thoroughly support
your evacuation!
Information
Distribution

I wonder what the
government disaster
prevention
transmission before
was all about?

You can check the same contents
that are in the disaster prevention
administration radio system both by
voice and text! You can check
disaster information anytime and
anywhere.

Area search
Browse
information

I wonder if my
family are ok.
Where might they
be?

You can check the safety status of
your family and friends in the event
of a disaster, and you can check their
last registered location on the map!
If you register as a group in advance,
you can also search all at once!

Where is the
nearest sandbag
station?

In addition to the disaster risk of
your current location, you can
browse useful information on the
map in the event of a disaster!
Evacuation shelter
Sandbag station
Underpass

Evacuation
behavior

Safety
Confirmation

Regional risk
information

I want more risk
information that’s
relevant to me.

When your area reaches dangerous
standards for inundation and
sediment-related disasters which are
set by each neighborhood
association, you will receive
"information to further compliment
evacuation information."

Multilingual
support

Which way is
the evacuation
center?

There’s too much
difficult Japanese,
I don’t understand

Disaster prevention information and
shelter information is translated into
multiple languages!

When evacuating, the direction
towards the shelter and a line
displaying the distance are shown!
Also, if your current location is
within the expected inundation area,
you can use the AR function to
check the inundation depth.

English

Chinese

Portuguese
Vietnamese

Korean
Spanish

Filipino

We will deliver information on disaster
prevention such as evacuation tips and
explanations of various weather terms!

Disaster trivia

Let's have fun with disaster prevention
quizzes and learn about disaster prevention
and mitigation together!

How should you
prepare from
right now?
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